
          FRIDAY, 07/07/23 

R4 FEURS [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX CITEOS - 2050m (a1 1/4m) - Claiming-Autostart - Class R - 

Harness - EUR € 12.000  

 
1. KARAOKE - Fit and showed improvement when fourth last time out. Drop in distance could 
suit and has a winning chance 

2. KIARA UTINGEOISE - Fit and in fair form but this could be a tougher ask of her. More needed 
to win but could earn some minor role 

3. KARITA - Fair fourth on debut. Has only been modest since then but could sneak a minor 
place in a very weak field 

4. KINGDOM DU LIAMONE - Won on debut last year. Unreliable since then but was runner-up in 
March and has a winning chance in this line-up 

5. KODAK DU VERNET - Fair third on debut but has been disqualified in three starts since then. 
Capable of an upset 

6. KAPRISUN BRIAIRES - Fair form so far and was an improved fourth at this course last time 
out and can contest the finish 

7. KAMEL DU BAS BOSQ - Disappointing of late but has run well at this course in the past and 
could bounce back and score 

8. KAREN DE BUSSET - Disqualified twice in six starts so far but has run some fair runs as well. 
Has a place chance in this line-up 

9. KYSTON DU VERNET - Two moderate runs to start his career and was disqualified in his third 
start. Probably best watched for now 

10. KEZIRA DE LOU - Modest eighth last time out and was disqualified in first three starts. 
Others are much preferred 

11. KAMELIA DU TRIEUX - Did not show much when ninth on debut at this course. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

12. KAPTAIN FARCEUR - Fair fifth in the penultimate start but struggled in his other runs and is 
probably best watched for now 

13. KSAR SAID - Modest debut when seventh last month but is likely to be smarter this time and 
improvement can be expected. Place chance 

14. KHEOPS DU PERSIL - Tenth his second start and has been disqualified in three other runs. 
Needs major improvement to win this race 

15. KARMA DE VAUVERT - Disqualified on debut. Should be smarter this time and watch for 
vast improvement. Can upset 
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Summary : A tough start for the punter. KARAOKE (1) is fit and he showed improvement when 
fourth last time out. There is every possibility he will like this shorter distance and can win. 
KAMEL DU BAS BOSQ (7) has run well at this course in the past and could bounce back. 
KARMA DE VAUVERT (15) was backed to win the debut but got disqualified so could be smarter 
this time. KAPRISUN BRIAIRES (6) was not disgraced when fourth last time out and is not out of 
it. 

SELECTIONS 

KARAOKE (1) - KAMEL DU BAS BOSQ (7) - KARMA DE VAUVERT (15) - KAPRISUN 

BRIAIRES (6) 
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C2 - PRIX CHIAVERINA - TMBR - 3350m (a2 1/16m) - Amateurs-Autostart - 

Class G - Harness - EUR € 6.000  

 
1. HIROSS - Fit and has been well tried this year. On a long losing streak but was at a higher 
level than this form most of his runs. Big chance in this line-up 

2. GAVROCHE BOCAIN - Unreliable and may prefer shorter distance than this but remains 
barefoot and is coming off a nice win 

3. GOMORRO - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and has been struggling this year. 
Others are preferred 

4. FIRST GLAM - Fit and in good form of late. Runs well for this driver and should contest the 
finish once again 

5. GET UP DE VAUVILLE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when eighth but should like 
this longer distance and has a winning chance 

6. GIOS DAIRPET - Well tried this year without adding to his win tally. Disappointing of late but 
could like this longer distance. Respect 

7. HACKER JULRY - Fit and has run well in his last two starts but is on a long losing streak. 
Could play  a minor role 

Summary : KAPRISUN BRIAIRES (6) is fit and has some fair form of late. He always gives of his 
best and ran well at Vincennes earlier this year. The one to beat if finding that form. FIRST GLAM 
(4) runs well for this driver and should contest the finish. GET UP DE VAUVILLE (5) disappointed 
last time out but should do a lot better this distance and deserves respect. GIOS DAIRPET (6) 
could also like this distance and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

HIROSS (1) - FIRST GLAM (4) - GET UP DE VAUVILLE (5) - GIOS DAIRPET (6) 
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C3 - PRIX PALLANCHE CONSTRUCTIONS - 2050m (a1 1/4m) - National - 

Autostart - Class E - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. JAZZY TOUCH - Last win was in 2021 and has been disappointing in last four start but is 
barefoot this time and could be the surprise package of the race 

2. JOY D'ARZAL - Remains barefoot. Consistent since going barefoot and is threatening to win 
again over a distance that suits 

3. JESSY D'ARCY - Has yet to win a race and has been modest of late but does pop up in a 
place every now and then. Might place 

4. JUDYRA BOISSIERE - Modest form of late but her only win was over this course and distance 
and she could bounce back to score 

5. JAGGERA BOMB - More than a year since only win but showed improvement when fifth last 
time out and could earn some minor money 

6. JOLIE DU GITE - Remains barefoot. Modest last two runs and probably needs it further than 
this but could play a minor role 

7. JABELONE - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win after 20 starts but has run well both times 
when barefoot and could contest the finish once again 

8. JENY GROOVE'S - Remains barefoot. Disappointingly disqualified in a claimer last time out. 
Capable of better and could play a minor role 

9. JACINTHE MAGUET - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when third in a claimer last 
time out but has yet to win a race. Might place 

10. JOLIROSE GRANGEOIS - Remains barefoot but has been disqualified in three of last four 
start so is probably best watched for now 

11. JESSIE RITAL - Unreliable, has yet to win and is coming off a disqualification but remains 
barefoot and could bounce back and score if at her best 

12. JAIS DE PICDOM - Remains barefoot. Holding form of late and has won a short distance 
race. Clearly is not out of it 

13. JADE MAJOR - Has yet to win a race and has been disappointing in last three starts but 
does like this course and could be a danger in this line-up 

14. JAZZY MUSIC - A bit of a disappointment when sixth last time out but ran well in penultimate 
run with this shoeing arrangement and could bounce back to score 

15. JIVA DU DOUET - Unreliable since only win and last two runs were a disappointment. Others 
are much preferred 

16. JANYMEDA - Disappointing form of late and her best recent run was when barefoot and she 
will not be barefoot this time. Others are preferred 

Summary : JOY D'ARZAL (2) is in good form and looks distance suited. She could be ready to 
pop. JESSIE RITAL (11) has yet to win but could be a threat to these rivals. JADE MAJOR (13) 
likes this course but has also yet to win a race. JAIS DE PICDOM (12) is holding form and is a 
proven winner over a short distance so has to be considered a possible winner in this line-up. 
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SELECTIONS 

JOY D'ARZAL (2) - JESSIE RITAL (11) - JADE MAJOR (13) - JAIS DE PICDOM (12) 
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C4 - PRIX CREDIT AGRICOLE LOIRE HAUTE-LOIRE - 2050m (a1 1/4m) - 

Autostart - Class G - Harness - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. JAGUAR D'YVEL - Has improved with each run this year and was not disgraced when third 
last time out and has a winning chance 

2. JOKER DE CHANLECY - Has yet to win a race and is coming off two disappointing 
performances but should like this shorter distance and can bounce back 

3. JECKO DE MORGE - Looked much improved when scoring in just his third start. Can follow 
up if in the same mood 

4. JOLI PETIT ERGE - Only win was in the second start last year. Very disappointing this year 
with three disqualifications and a poor effort. Best watched for now 

5. JUDPOM MADRIK - Clearly very unreliable and has yet to win a race but does pop up in a 
place every now and then. Might place 

6. JACKPOT SOMOLLI - Unreliable and is coming off two disqualifications but has also run 
some nice races and has a place chance 

7. JOUR J DE FARCHAT - Showed improvement when fifth last time out but has yet to win and 
is not barefoot this time. Might play a minor role 

8. JAWENN DE KERYANN - A nice debut win last year but has not been as good this year. 
Capable of an upset if finding his best form 

9. JIMMY BOY - Modest seventh on debut over further but was disqualified when trying s horter 
distance last time out. Others are preferred 

10. JACOB BLACK - Unreliable and was not disgraced when fifth last time out. Did win a race 
earlier this year and is not out of it 

11. JUNIOR DES VENTS - Showed promise on debut when fourth but some disqualifications and 
a poor run last time out suggest he is best watched this time 

12. JACKPOT MARGOT - Disqualified in both his starts so far. Capable of improvement but 
others are much preferred 

13. JOYAU DE BELLANDE - Unreliable and has yet to win a race. Fair third in penultimate start 
but that was over a further distance than this. Others are preferred 

14. JAZZY DES FLICS - Three disqualifications in his seven starts make him hard to trust but did 
run two fair races earlier this year and could contest the finish 

15. JASMIN DHELPA - Did not show much on debut when tenth but did improve when third in his 
second start. This is tougher but could earn some minor money 

16. JERICHO DE RETZ - Not disgraced when fifth over a short distance in second starts. Did not 
show much over further in others. Might place this distance 

Summary : JOKER DE CHANLECY (2) should like this shorter distance and can put some 
disappointing recent performances behind him. JECKO DE MORGE (3) looked an improved sort 
when winning last time out and should have more to offer. JAGUAR D'YVEL (1) is improving and 
was not disgraced when third last time out and has a winning chance. JAWENN DE KERYANN 
(8) has disappointed since a debut win but could bounce back. 
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SELECTIONS 

JOKER DE CHANLECY (2) - JECKO DE MORGE (3) - JAGUAR D'YVEL (1) - JAWENN DE 

KERYANN (8) 
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C5 - PRIX DU CONSEIL DEPARTEMENTAL DE LA LOIR - 2225m (a1 3/8m) 

- Class E - Mounted - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. HADOL DE FAEL - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when sixth last time out but does 
have a disqualification issue and others are preferred 

2. HASHTAG D'EMOTION - Very unreliable but is coming off a nice Mounted race win and is 
quite capable of folwing up if in the same mood 

3. ILLIANA LOULOU - Unreliable since last win and was disqualified twice lately but has also run 
some fair races and is not out of it 

4. ILYA DU GOUTIER - Remains barefoot. Unreliable this year but did win twice last year and 
could improve trying a Mounted race 

5. HULK DU SABLIER - In good form of late and has not been disgraced in Mounted races. 
Could finish in the money 

6. HADRIEN MERITE - On a very long losing streak since last win but is in good form at the 
moment and could contest the finish once again 

7. HELEGANE JASMA - Disappointing last run when twelfth but is more reliable in Mounted race 
and could play a minor role 

8. INITIALE CASTELETS - Disqualified in last three starts. Bare foot and better in Mounted races 
and can bounce back to win a race like this 

9. IMPERIAL KEY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when seventh but he is better than 
that and has a winning chance 

10. HOLYFIELD SPORT - Fit and in fair form of late. Back in a Mounted race after some time and 
could play a minor role 

Summary : Not too many once can write off from winning this race. INITIALE CASTELETS (8) is 
clearly better than the disqualifications of late will suggest and if smart can bounce back to score. 
IMPERIAL KEY (9) is better than the last run and should be a danger to these rivals. HADRIEN 
MERITE (6) is in good form and should be right there at the finish yet again. ILYA DU GOUTIER 
(4) tries a Mounted race and could improve. 

SELECTIONS 

INITIALE CASTELETS (8) - IMPERIAL KEY (9) - HADRIEN MERITE (6) - ILYA DU GOUTIER 

(4) 
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C6 - PRIX EIFFAGE ROUTE CENTRE-EST - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - 

Apprentices-Conditional-Jockeys - Class F - Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 
1. FLOREST D'ARGENT - Unreliable but bounced back to best with a course and distance win 
last time out. This is a tougher race but could finish in the money 

2. EGERIE DU PUY - Remains barefoot. More lethal over a shorter distance but is also clearly 
not out of it in this line-up 

3. GOELETTE MANAZIF - Remains barefoot. Always gives of her best and has been very 
consistent of late. Place chance in this line-up 

4. GAMIN DU SABLIER - Remains barefoot. Disappointing of late but is quite capable of playing 
a minor role at the finish 

5. GOLDEN SNOB - A bit of a disappointment in last two starts but is capable of better and could 
finish in the money 

6. EAST SOUTH STAR - Consistent in 2022 and did win a race but has struggled in four runs this 
year and is best watched this time 

7. GOOD DREAM - Disappointing of late and was only eighth in a Mounted race last time out. 
Capable of doing better but is best watched for now 

8. EASY JUMP DOHER - Remains barefoot. Has been unreliable since win in March but is 
capable of earning some money 

9. FLAMBEUR DU DIGEON - On a long losing streak and has been disappointing of late but is 
barefoot and could play a minor role 

10. EXTRA BALL - On a very long losing streak since last win and was disqualified last time out. 
Others are preferred 

11. GEISHA JULRY - Fit and in very good form. At very best over a bit shorter but has won over 
this distance and is clearly not out of it 

12. FONZY D'HERIPRE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing of late and is unreliable but is 
distance suited and is capable of winning 

13. GUERRIER CASTELETS - A bit of a disappointment when fifth last time out. Barefoot and 
was in very good form before that and has a winning chance 

14. D'AMOUR DE MAGNY - Remains barefoot. Consistent of late and has won over this 
distance. Could finish in the money once again 

15. DIDJI DU MESSI - On a very long losing streak and has been well tried this year. Capable of 
playing a minor role 

16. GILBERTO - Very consistent of late without winning but that consistency can be rewarded in 
a race like this 

Summary : GILBERTO (16) deserves a win for the recent consistent but this is another race that 
many hold a winning a chance. FONZY D'HERIPRE (12) is distance suited but has been 
disappointing of late. GUERRIER CASTELETS (13) was in good form before a disappointing last 
run so can bounce back to score. GEISHA JULRY (11) is fit and in very good form so should 
contest the finish. 
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SELECTIONS 

GILBERTO (16) - FONZY D'HERIPRE (12) - GUERRIER CASTELETS (13) - GEISHA JULRY 

(11) 
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C7 - PRIX VEOLIA - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. IL EST LA FIX - Not disgraced when seventh last time out. Had a good 2022 winning three 
times when barefoot but is not barefoot this time 

2. IMPACT FIX - Disqualified in last two starts in 2022 and was disqualified in only start of this 
year. Probably best watched this time 

3. INDICE DE MALOUY - On a long losing streak and has been well tried this year. More needed 
to win this race and others are preferred 

4. I RUN FIGHTER - Last win was in 2021 and has been disqualified twice in three starts this 
year. Best watched for now 

5. IDEAL DE TOUES - On a long losing streak and is probably best when barefoot and is not 
barefoot this time. Good third last time out and could play a minor role 

6. INSTALL OAKS - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and has been moderate of late 
but is always capable of earning some money 

7. INDIEN EMJI - Well tried this year without winning but got close last time out and can go one 
better this time 

8. IDEAL D'URZY - On a very long losing streak and needs to do more to win but has runs omce 
afair races of late and could play a minor role 

9. INVICTUS ELLIS - Unreliable but was not disgraced when third last time out and is barefoot 
this time. Can upset 

10. IDEAL WIC - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but is in good form at the moment 
and should contest the finish 

11. IVOIRE DU RABUTIN - Bounced back to best with a nice win last time out. Barefoot and has 
been very good this year but has also been disqualified twice 

12. IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE - Remains barefoot and was not disgraced when third last time out. 
Distance suited and has a big winning chance 

Summary : IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE (12) has been very good of late with two wins in last three 
starts and should make bold bid at winning this. IVOIRE DU RABUTIN (11) is barefoot and 
bounced back for a nice win last time out and will be a danger. IDEAL WIC (10) is in good form 
and is looking to break a long losing streak. INDIEN EMJI (7) got close to winning last time out 
with a nice runner-up run and deserves some respect. 

SELECTIONS 

IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE (12) - IVOIRE DU RABUTIN (11) - IDEAL WIC (10) - INDIEN EMJI 

(7) 
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C8 - PRIX TRADIBAT - MTP DESAMIANTAGE - 2850m (a1 3/4m) - 

European - Class D - Harness - EUR € 26.000  

 
1. NASH MOM - Very consistent of late and is coming off three wins. Barefoot and deserves 
respect but is tackling a lot stronger this time 

2. HIGHLOVE TECH - Remains barefoot. Not disgraced when fourth last time out but is much 
more lethal over shorter distances. Might place 

3. BALDUR - On a very long losing streak since last win and has been unreliable of late. Can pop 
up in a place if in the mood 

4. HOOLIGAN ONE - Well tried this year and did win a race in March but has lost the way in last 
three starts. Others are preferred 

5. HERODE DU CORTA - Well tried this year and has won three times. Unreliable of late but 
does like this shoeing arrangement and is not out of it 

6. CALA MAYOR DE B. - Remains barefoot. Good last run when third over this distance last time 
out and deserves the utmost respect in this line-up 

7. HISTOIRE PHILS - Let her supporters down when fifth last time out. Won three in a row before 
that and can bounce back to score 

8. HULKEN SISU - Remains barefoot. Disqualified in penultimate start but has been doing well 
this year and has a winning chance 

9. BRAND ROC - Remains barefoot. Has bounced back to his best with three solid wins in a row. 
Can extend that to four. 

10. HOLD OF COMTAL - Not disgraced when third last time out. Very unreliable and does win 
every now and then. Can upset 

11. HECTOR DES CHAMPS - On a very long losing streak since only win and has been 
disqualified three times this year. Others are preferred 

12. HIDDEN TEXAS - Disappointing form this year but is suited to this distance and even further. 
Might play a minor role 

13. CHANDELLES - On a long losing streak and was well beaten last time out but is barefoot this 
time so could be ready to strike 

Summary : CHANDELLES (13) is barefoot and could be ready to break a long losing streak. This 
is a competitive-looking race. BRAND ROC (9) has won his last three starts and there is no real 
reason to suggest it cannot be four. HULKEN SISU (8) has done enough this year to hold a 
winning chance in this line-up. CALA MAYOR DE B. (6) is distance suited and was not disgraced 
when third last time out and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

CHANDELLES (13) - BRAND ROC (9) - HULKEN SISU (8) - CALA MAYOR DE B. (6) 

 


